Study Sheet

How do you know when there's an elephant hiding under your bed? Your nose touches the ceiling!

Listed below are the words for this week’s test. Use this study sheet to prepare.

1. kitchen  The room where you make food.
2. refrigerator  This keeps food cold.
3. microwave  Heats up food quickly.
4. oven  You can bake cookies in this.
5. bathroom  The room with the toilet and shower.
6. shower  You do this every day to keep clean.
7. sink  Wash your hands here.
8. towels  Dry off with one of these.
9. living room  Sit together as a family in this room.
10. curtains  These keep the sun out.
11. sofa  At least two people can sit here.
12. television  Watch this for entertainment.
13. armchair  One can sit comfortably here.
14. dining room  The room where you eat.
15. light  This helps you see when it's dark.
16. chair  You sit on one of these at the table.
17. table  You put your plates and cups on this.
18. bedroom  The room where you sleep.
19. bed  Sleep on this.
20. wardrobe  Keep your clothes here.
21. bookshelves  Organize your books on these.
22. telephone  Call your friends using this.
23. mirror  Use this to look at yourself.
24. garage  Cars are safe in here.
25. remote control  Change the TV channel using this.